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Satic’s injection mold increases production of energy saving products
Missoula, MT March 22, 2013 – Satic USA, an American manufacturer of energy saving
products, has announced that it has implemented a new injection mold for creating
polycarbonate enclosures for manufacturing its Power Perfect Box, a wire-in model of its
Energy Saver solution.

Satic works with RAM Enterprises of Florence, MT to create the

enclosures.
Satic uses American made parts and supports local Montana businesses to produce its
Energy Saver line of products. The new mold will allow Satic to both increase production
and lower costs of its Power Perfect Box, a whole home energy management system.

Satic’s Power Perfect line combines the highest quality analog and digital components and
delivers the latest advancement in energy saving technologies with the following features
and benefits.

The GES features provide:
Electrical System Optimization
Electromagnetic Field (EMF) Reduction
Voltage regulation and surge protection
Power Quality & Phase Correction
Negative harmonics & electrical noise reduction

The GES benefits provide:
Reduced electrical consumption
Consistently increased efficiency
Guaranteed protection
Increased life and performance
Clean power/clear audio & video

--MORE--

Global Energy Savers will condition, optimize and regulate a home’s electrical system in real
time. The delivery of clean power will consistently reduce heat, amps and consumption as
well as the harmful effects caused by EMF’s, electrical noise and negative harmonics on the
system, all of which quickly translates to reduced costs.

Satic’s Global Energy Savers are offered as both plug-in or easy-to-install wire-in models.
The Power Perfect Box is a wire-in model that comes with everything necessary to be
installed quickly by a licensed electrician at the electrical distribution panel.

About Satic USA – Satic USA is a UL listed American manufacturer of quality, highly
efficient lighting and energy management products. Satic is committed to the engineering,
development and manufacturing of energy saving products designed to be inexpensive,
easy to use and truly effective. Its products are sold nationally as well as internationally
through resellers and distributors. Satic actively seeks dealers, resellers and distributors to
expand its distribution networks nationally and internationally.
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